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Abstract

In the design of automotive wheels, safety is a crucial factor. Homologations,

legislation and standards require severe impact tests before a new wheel can

be released on the market. Impact tests are usually performed after the wheel

has been already designed and the first prototypes have been produced. In

case of test failure, significant delays and costs have to be sustained before the

wheel can be actually produced. Numerical simulation of wheel impact tests can

reduce the risk of test failure and be a valuable tool for the designer to obtain

more efficient and light wheels. The paper deals with the full digitalization

of the design process of road vehicle wheels. The aim is to reduce as much as

possible indoor impact tests to assess wheel rim structural safety. The numerical

simulation of impact tests is accomplished by complex finite element models

comprising wheel, tyre and test rig structure. Several data can be required for

the modelling of the tyre, which are not usually known to the wheel designer.

In this paper, a method for the realization of finite element models of different

impact tests is presented. By the proposed method, finite element models with

a sufficient level of accuracy for the design of the wheel, at a relatively low

computational cost, can be obtained by means of a well defined procedure. For

tyre characterisation, only simple measurements related to geometrical features,

stiffness and frequency response are required.

The method is successfully applied to different impact tests such as radial

impact tests with flat or V-shaped striker and 13◦ side impact test. For all the

considered tests, experimental validations are performed on different wheels,
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instrumented with strain gauges located at the most stressed areas. The striker

accelerations are also reproduced accurately.

The method for the numerical simulation of indoor impact tests of road

vehicle wheels enables the full digitalisation of design process, with relevant

results in terms of ”time to market” reduction and structural safety assessment.

The proposed method is useful not only to design wheel rims, but also to design

pneumatic tyres.

Keywords: Radial impact, Lateral impact, Aluminium wheel, Numerical

simulation

1. Introduction1

One billion road vehicles are running on the globe. The yearly turnover of2

transport in the world is 7000 billion dollars. One million deaths are due to road3

accidents. The research presented in this paper has an impact on the mentioned4

figures [1]. Actually, the design of wheel rims deserves special attentions due5

to high production volumes. The lighweight design has an impact on transport6

budget, which is extremely high. Safety of transport is a basic issue which7

implies structural design of wheel rims.8

In the design of automotive wheels, safety is a crucial factor. Homologations,9

legislation and standards require severe impact tests before a new wheel can be10

released on the market. Impact tests are usually performed after the wheel has11

been already designed and the first prototypes have been produced. In case of12

test failure, significant delays and costs have to be sustained before the wheel can13

be actually produced. Numerical simulation of wheel impact tests can reduce14

the risk of test failure and be a valuable tool for the designer to obtain more15

efficient and light wheels.16

Numerical simulation of impact test refers to creating ”digital twins” of test17

rigs. Such a digitalisation is one of the paradigms of Industry 4.0. The digitalisa-18

tion of the design process allows quicker and cheaper and safer activities focused19

on ”time to market” reduction, a fundamental goal of automotive industry.20
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Europe is the leading country in the world for investments in automotive21

R&D. Nearly 50 billion Euro/year are invested. Much of such amount of money22

is devoted to make the development of products and related production pro-23

cesses more efficient. The paper aims to give a contribution in this area.24

Wheels are crucial components for vehicle safety and performance. Referring25

to safety, wheels, by bearing the loads coming from road surface, clearly have a26

primary role and a failure of the wheel could result in a sudden loss of control27

of the vehicle.28

Concerning performance, wheels have effects on handling and on fuel con-29

sumption. In fact, since the wheel constitutes a relevant portion of the unsprung30

mass, a lightweight design of the wheel results in better road holding perfor-31

mances of the car [2].32

Lightweight design of wheels is also fundamental for mass reduction, which33

plays a fundamental role in the framework of fuel consumption and GHG (Green-34

house Gas) emission minimisation. Important studies have claimed that a 10%35

reduction in the vehicle mass results in a reduction of the fuel consumption that36

ranges from 8% to 9% depending on the type of vehicle [3, 4].37

For the durability assessment of wheels, different types of fatigue tests are38

prescribed. In the rotary bending fatigue test [5, 6], the wheel is subject to a39

rotating bending moment. The wheel is tested without the tyre and is clamped40

at the inner rim flange. The bending moment is applied through a rotating mass41

acting on a central shaft fastened at the wheel hub. In the biaxial fatigue test42

[7, 8, 9], the wheel and tyre assembly is left to rotate on a rolling drum; different43

combinations of vertical and lateral forces are applied according to well defined44

load sequences [10].45

Beside fatigue tests, impact tests are also prescribed to replicate the most46

severe forces acting on the wheels. These tests are meant to simulate critical47

loading conditions such as impact with road pot-holes, kerbs or other concen-48

trated obstacles. Different types of impact tests are used, either prescribed by49

standards [11, 12], or defined by vehicle manufacturers [13].50

Among the available impact tests, the most common ones are the radial51
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impact test, with flat or V-shaped strikers [13], and side impact tests typically52

with a 13◦ impact angle [11, 12]. In the literature, a certain number of papers53

dealing with the numerical simulation of such tests can be found.54

A large variety of numerical models of the 13◦ side impact test have been55

proposed in the literature [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In all those references, finite-56

element based models have been employed for the numerical simulations. In the57

models, the tyre, rim, striker and supporting structure are generally included58

and the numerical simulation is carried out by means of an explicit solver.59

It is acknowledged [14] that tyre modelling constitutes the most relevant and60

complex part of the process. An accurate modelling of the tyre requires a deep61

knowledge of the actual structure and of the rubber materials that compose the62

tyre carcass [14]. To overcome this difficulty, some attempts have been made to63

develop a simplified approach for the numerical modelling of the 13◦ side impact64

test [17, 20]. In [17], the simplification consists in removing the tyre from the65

model and in reducing the kinetic energy of the striker by 20% to compensate66

the tyre absence. In [20], the authors propose a simplified model based on a67

static simulation with an equivalent load equal to 10 times the weight of the68

striker.69

Regarding the study of the radial impact test, few references can be found in70

the literature. In this kind of test, different supporting structures, striker shapes71

and striker positioning with respect to the tyre can be found. In [21], the 90◦72

(radial) impact test of a steel wheel is simulated through a finite-element model.73

In this test, a 90◦ V-shaped striker hitting half of the tyre width is considered.74

The numerical model comprises all the main components, i.e. the tyre, wheel,75

striker and support structure. The actual structure of the tyre is modelled, made76

up by five different rubber materials and three different layers of reinforcements77

embedded in the rubber carcass. Experimental results presented in the paper,78

confirm that the size and structure of the tyre have a strong influence on the79

response to the impact test. In [22] the authors study the 90◦ radial impact80

test of a cast aluminium alloy wheel. In this case, the striker has a flat shape -81

a simplified finite element model made up by the wheel (without tyre) and the82
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striker is developed. The dynamic impact response of the wheel is simulated by83

means of explicit finite element analyses and a comparative numerical study on84

wheels with different number of spokes was carried out in the paper. In [23],85

both the 90◦ radial impact with flat striker and the 13◦ side impact test are86

simulated by means of Abaqus R© Explicit. In the numerical models, the wheel,87

tyre, striker and supporting structures are included.88

In [24], the authors investigate the response of a steel wheel to a mixed89

radial/lateral impact test (35◦ impact test). In this case a simplified model of90

the tyre structure is employed. The model consists of a rubber carcass described91

by a single hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin material, the bead core is modelled with92

a solid isotropic material and rebar layers are used to model the carcass ply and93

the steel plies. An explicit solver is used to simulate the impact test.94

In the present paper, a method for the construction of finite element models95

suitable for the simulation of different impact tests on aluminum wheels is pre-96

sented. The resulting models have a sufficient level of detail for the design of the97

wheel while keeping at a minimum the simulation time and the data required98

for the characterization of the tyre. The method is derived by extending the99

approach proposed by some of the authors in [25, 26] referring to the simulation100

of a radial impact test with a V-shaped striker [13]. The finite element model101

presented in the paper comprises tyre, aluminium wheel, striker and support102

structure. The tyre has been modelled by a simplified model considering differ-103

ent rubber materials for sidewall, undertread and tread. Belt and carcass plies104

are also considered. The geometry of the tyre is measured by a 3D measuring105

arm, while the material and reinforcement properties are taken from the liter-106

ature and tuned by means of deflection and frequency response tests. In the107

present paper, this model is extended to consider different impact tests. Also,108

contrary to usual solution approaches in the literature, for some impact config-109

urations, the possibility to use an implicit solver to increase the stress accuracy110

is explored.111

The method proposed in this paper is not only relevant for industry focused112

on wheel manufacturing, but also for tyre manufacturers [27, 28, 29]. Actually,113
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studying the structural safety of tyres is strictly related to the safety of wheel114

rims.115

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section the impact tests116

considered in the paper are described. Then, in Sect. 3 the structure of the117

proposed model is described, along with the modelling approaches for the con-118

sidered components (tyre, wheel, support structure and striker). In this section,119

also some consideration about the use of implicit or explicit solvers are reported.120

Finally, section 4 presents the experimental tests performed on real impact test121

benches and the validation of the numerical models for the considered impacts.122

2. Impact test descriptions123

In this section, the three impact tests considered in this paper are described.124

The proposed method has been tested with reference to these tests, but it can125

be easily applied also to different impact conditions.126

2.1. Radial impact test, V-shaped striker127

In the radial impact test with V-shaped striker [13], the wheel is fixed to a128

supporting structure as shown in Figure 1. The supporting structure realizes a129

compliant mechanism composed by a hinge constraint and a calibrated spring.130

During the test, a falling mass radially hits the tyre tread; the striker, i.e. the131

portion of the falling mass directly in contact with the tyre, has the V-shaped132

profile shown in Figure 2. Additionally, in the test, the position of the supporting133

structure is adjusted so as to have an angle of 1◦ between the edge of the striker134

and the tyre tread. The energy level depends on the size of the wheel to be135

tested and is adjusted by modification of the striker mass and its falling height.136

137

2.2. Radial impact test, flat striker138

In the radial impact test with flat striker, the wheel is fixed to a rigid sup-139

porting structure and a falling mass hits the tyre tread along the radial direction.140

The striker’s shape is flat in this case and is parallel to the tread surface. The141
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Figure 1: Typical setup of the radial impact test with V-shaped striker, in the figure also

piezoelectric accelerometers used for experimental validation are highlighted. Courtesy of

”Cromodora Wheels”.
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Figure 2: Geometry of the V-shaped striker of the radial impact test, dimensions are in mm.

energy level depends on the size of the wheel to be tested and is adjusted by142

modification of the striker mass and its falling height. Figure 3 depicts the143

typical test layout of the radial impact test with flat striker.144

2.3. 13◦ side impact test145

In the 13◦ side impact test, described by SAE J175 and ISO 7141 standards146

[11, 12], the wheel and tyre assembly are oriented of an angle equal to 13◦ w.r.t.147

the plane of the striker as shown in Figure 4. The striker impacts the tyre148

sidewall and the outer rim flange. The wheel is fixed to a compliant structure149

supported by four calibrated rubber bumpers. The energy level depends on the150

size of the wheel to be tested and is adjusted by modification of the striker mass151

and its falling height.152

3. Finite element model of impact tests153

The finite element models used to simulate the different impact tests share154

the same structure and modelling approach. The models comprise tyre, wheel,155

striker and support structure. Of these elements, wheel and tyre are common156

to all models and will be described in Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2. The strikers157

present different shapes depending on the test type but are all modelled as rigid158

surfaces. The strikers are positioned close to the tyre and an initial velocity,159

corresponding to the pertinent falling height, is assigned at the beginning of160

the simulation. To the strikers, a concentrated mass of the correct value is161

attached to obtain the desired impact energy. Finally, the supporting structure162
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Figure 3: Typical setup of the radial impact test with flat striker, in the figure an instrumented

wheel used for the experimental validation is shown. Courtesy of ”Cromodora Wheels”.
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Figure 4: Typical setup of the 13◦ side impact test, in the figure an instrumented wheel used

for experimental validation is shown. Courtesy of ”Cromodora Wheels”.
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is different for each impact test and is modelled accordingly as shown in Sect.163

3.3.164

The solution strategy is the same for all models. The analysis is divided in165

two steps. A first step, in which the tyre is inflated up to the desired pressure166

depending on the impact specification, followed by a second step where the167

actual impact is simulated. For the solution of the two steps, different solvers168

are employed. The first step is always solved by an implicit non linear solver.169

For the second step, either an implicit or explicit solver is used, depending on170

the impact type. The choice between these two kinds of solver depends on the171

amount of deformation of the tyre. In particular, if the tyre undergoes a large172

deformation and the convergence of an implicit solver is unlikely, an explicit173

solver is employed. In fact, explicit solvers can handle very large deformations174

and very complex contact conditions, impossible to solve by implicit ones. This175

situation is typical of radial-type impacts, where the tyre completely folds and176

complex contact conditions as well as severe deformations are present.177

The drawbacks of the use of an explicit solver are mainly related to the178

required computational time and to the binding requirements on the mesh def-179

inition. Even if explicit solvers are the usual choice for impact simulations, in180

this particular case they may not be the best choice. In fact, due to the tyre and181

supporting structure compliance and the relatively low velocity of the striker,182

the impact has a relatively long duration, of the order of 0.1-0.2 s. The material183

of the wheel has high elastic modulus and, due to the complex wheel shape,184

small elements have to be used. The combination of high elastic modulus and185

small elements leads to a very small stable increment time [30]. This situation186

is also worsened by the geometry of the wheel that often does not allow for187

the realization of regular meshes, thus further reducing the stable integration188

step. As a result, integration steps as small as of the order of 10-8 s have to be189

used. Such small integration steps lead to relatively long computational times.190

Since the minimum stable integration step cannot be reduced to avoid excessive191

computational times, this limits the possibility to have small elements in sharp192

regions of the wheel and also limits the possibility to use quadratic elements.193
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This in turn results in limitations in the stress accuracy in some parts of the194

wheel. Finally, to avoid distorted elements, a quite long time is required for195

mesh preparation and usually selective mass scaling has to be employed.196

A possible way to avoid such limitations is the use of an implicit solver.197

Implicit solvers are not usually employed for impacts due to convergence prob-198

lems and to the difficulties in having a high frequency sampling of the solutions199

[30, 31]. In fact, in the literature no paper using an implicit solver for wheel200

impacts can be found. If the lateral impact is considered, however, the de-201

formations of the tyre and of the wheel are not very large. Also contacts are202

relatively simple. In this situation, it is possible to use an implicit solver so as203

to have, locally, a finer mesh and improve the accuracy of the computed stress204

field. This kind of solver allows for a substantial reduction of the computational205

time because, even if each time increment is much more costly than that of an206

explicit solver, relatively few increments can be used. Time sampling is not a207

particular issue, as the system dynamics is quite slow. For such impact, it can be208

convenient to switch to an implicit solver both for reducing the computational209

time and to have a more refined mesh.210

The test configurations of all of the considered impacts show a symmetry211

with respect to the midplane of the tyre. Such symmetry is exploited to reduce212

the dimension of the numerical model by modelling only half of the system.213

However, in some cases, the wheel is not symmetric. In this cases, the system214

is no longer symmetric and the model cannot be reduced.215

3.1. Tyre model216

In this section, the numerical modelling of the tyre is dealt with. The focus217

of the tyre model is not the study of the behaviour of the tyre itself during218

the impact, but the estimation of the effect of the tyre on the wheel. For this219

reason, a relatively simplified model is adopted for the tyre. Tyre data are not220

often available. To overcome this problem, the required data are obtained from221

direct measurements of the geometry of the tyre, from the literature and from222

simple deflection and frequency response tests.223
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Figure 5: Measurement of tyre cross section through a ”FARO” 3D measuring arm.

The geometrical features of the analysed tyres were reproduced starting from224

experimental measurements. The tyre cross section was measured by means of225

a ”Faro” 3D measuring arm as shown in Figure 5; several points located on the226

outward and inward side of the tyre carcass were picked and used to reconstruct227

the geometry of the tyre for Finite Element modelling.228

The tyre structure is modelled as depicted in Figure 6; the model consists229

of several main features, namely tread, undertread, sidewall, bead core, belt230

plies and body ply. The tread, undertread and sidewall are made of rubber231

material, described by a Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law. Different coefficients232

were adopted for each of these parts of the tyre structure to account for the233

different compounds they are realised with.234

The Mooney-Rivlin coefficients of the rubber materials are derived starting235

from reference values taken from the literature [32], which are then adapted236
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Figure 6: Numerical model of the tyre structure for the two different tyres considered in this

paper a) 265/50 R19 b) 295/30 R20.

to the actual tyre under consideration by means of vertical and lateral static237

stiffness tests as described in [25, 33, 34]. Figure 7 depicts the comparison among238

simulated and experimental vertical stiffness tests for the two tyres considered239

in this paper (265/50 R19 and 295/30 R20 radial tyres), while in Figure 8 the240

comparison related to the lateral stiffness is shown.241

The bead core can be described either by a 3D isotropic structure or by a242

1D beam element with an equivalent circular cross section.243

Reinforcement plies are embedded in the tyre carcass as shown in Figure 6,244

and are modelled by a series of equally spaced rebar elements. To completely245

define the properties of the ply, the cross sectional area and the spacing between246

the rebar elements need to be specified. The body ply is made from Nylon247

and has a 90 degrees (radial) orientation, while the belt plies are made from a248

symmetric steel ply stack oriented +20◦ with respect to the hoop direction.249

All material and structural properties of the two considered tyres are sum-250

marised in Table 1 and Table 2.251

Tyre damping is modelled through a Rayleigh model [35, 25], the model252

coefficients are identified through experimental modal tests on tyre tread and253

sidewall. In the tests, described in detail in [25, 26], the frequency response254
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Figure 7: Comparison of vertical force/displacement graphs at different inflation pressures

for a 265/50 R19 radial tyre (a) and a 295/30 R20 radial tyre (b). Solid lines are numerical

simulations, asterisks are experiments.
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Table 1: Material properties of the two considered tyres.

265/50 R19 radial tyre

Material type Parameters

Steel Linear elastic E = 210GPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 7800 kg
m3

Nylon Linear elastic E = 3.4GPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 1140 kg
m3

Sidewall/undertread Mooney-Rivlin C10 = 0.1MPa,C01 = 0.4MPa, ρ = 1100 kg
m3

Tread Mooney-Rivlin C10 = 0.14MPa,C01 = 1.8MPa, ρ = 1100 kg
m3

295/30 R20 radial tyre

Material type Parameters

Steel Linear elastic E = 210GPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 7800 kg
m3

Nylon Linear elastic E = 3.4GPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 1140 kg
m3

Sidewall/undertread Mooney-Rivlin C10 = 0.7MPa,C01 = 1.4MPa, ρ = 1100 kg
m3

Tread Mooney-Rivlin C10 = 0.8MPa,C01 = 1.5MPa, ρ = 1100 kg
m3
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Table 2: Geometric properties of the plies of the two considered tyres.

265/50 R19 radial tyre

Wire spacing [mm] Wire cross section [mm2]

90 degree ply 1 0.4

±20 degree belts 1 0.2

295/30 R20 radial tyre

Wire spacing [mm] Wire cross section [mm2]

90 degree ply 1 0.4

±20 degree belts 1 0.2

Table 3: Identified Rayleigh’s coefficients for the tread and the sidewall - 265/50 R19 radial

tyre.

α β

Tread 43.9 1.5e− 6

Sidewall 3.5 1.2e− 4

functions of the tyre tread and sidewall are measured and damping of each255

eigenmode is estimated by means of the half-power bandwidth method. Rayleigh256

coefficients α and β are then identified through a least-square fitting on the257

measured data [25, 26], identified values are reported in Table 3.258

3.2. Wheel model259

The A356 T6 aluminium alloy wheel is modelled with an isotropic material;260

since during the test significantly large deformations occur on the wheel rim261

and spokes, the nonlinear elasto-plastic laws of Figure 9 are considered for the262

material response. Wheel material inhomogeneities, mainly due to different263

cooling rates in the different zones of the wheel, are considered in the numerical264
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model [36]. Two distinct material constitutive curves are considered for the265

wheel rim and the wheel spokes (and central hub). The two material constitutive266

laws are highlighted in Figure 9 and have been obtained from tensile tests on267

specimens extracted from different areas of the spokes and the wheel rim.268

The interaction between wheel and tyre is modelled by a frictional contact269

constraint with friction coefficient equal to 0.5 as suggested by [37].270

3.3. Support structure models271

The support structure varies for the different considered impact tests. In272

modelling the different structures, the same approach can be used. In most273

cases, the compliance of the support structure has a relevant influence on the274

impact test. For this reason, the support structure is usually modelled as a275

deformable body. However, the stress in the support structure is not of concern276
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in the test. For this reason, a very coarse mesh can be used for the structure.277

In some cases, elastic elements are attached to the support structure to obtain278

a prescribed compliance. In these cases, particular care has to be given to the279

correct modelling of such elements and to the kinematic of the support structure.280

If the stiffness of the structure is much higher than the stiffness of the elastic281

elements, the structure can be modelled as a rigid body.282

The interface between the wheel and the support structure is modeled as a283

rigid connection.284

In the following subsections, the different support structures are described.285

3.3.1. Radial impact test with V-shaped striker286

In this impact test, as shown in Figure 1, the support structure realizes a287

kinematic mechanism and a calibrated spring is employed to have a prescribed288

vertical compliance. In this case, being the structural stiffness of the supporting289

structure significantly higher than the calibrated spring, the supporting struc-290

ture has been modelled as a rigid body. By this constraint, the computational291

time is greatly reduced while the inertial effects of the structure are considered.292

The resulting numerical model of the radial impact test with V-shaped293

striker is depicted in Figure 10, in which the geometry of the considered wheel294

has allowed the exploitation of the symmetry. The striker was modelled as a295

rigid surface with a concentrated mass and the geometry defined in Figure 2.296

To complete the model, the following interactions and boundary conditions297

have been defined.298

• Symmetry constraint at the meridian plane.299

• The extreme of the supporting structure is fixed to the ground with a300

hinge constraint.301

• The central part of the supporting structure is sustained by an axial302

spring with constant stiffness equal to 85 kN/mm (42.5 kN/mm in the303

half model).304
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Figure 10: Numerical model of the radial impact test with V-shaped striker.
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In the model shown in Figure 10, the tyre structure is discretised with 8-305

nodes brick elements with typical dimension of about 8mm, while the wheel rim306

and spokes are discretised with 4-nodes tetrahedrons with typical dimension of307

about 7mm. Great care was devoted to the definition of the finite element mesh308

in order to maximise the stable time increment in the explicit simulation. The309

smallest stable time increment obtained is of 1.65 · 10−8 s, the total duration310

of the simulation step is set long enough to model the total compression and311

spring-back phase.312

3.3.2. Radial impact test with flat striker313

For this impact test, the support structure is rigidly connected to the ground314

(Figure 3). In order to account for the (small) compliance of the structure during315

the test, the supporting structure is modelled as a deformable body.316

The resulting model is shown in Figure 11. The mesh of the supporting317

strucure is very coarse. The tyre structure is discretised with 8-nodes brick318

elements with typical dimension of about 8mm, while the wheel rim and spokes319

are discretised with 10-nodes tetrahedrons with typical dimension of about 8mm.320

Given the geometry of the wheel, in this case, symmetry cannot be exploited to321

reduce the dimension of the model. Great care was devoted to the definition of322

the finite element mesh in order to maximise the stable time increment in the323

explicit simulation. The smallest stable time increment that has been obtained324

is of 2.14 · 10−8 s, the total duration of the simulation step is set long enough325

to model the total compression and spring-back phase.326

3.3.3. 13◦ lateral impact test327

In this case, the supporting structure is made up by two different parts,328

namely the steel base and connection rods. The steel base and connection rods329

are linked by hinges and realise a compliant mechanism connected to the ground330

by means of four axial springs (Figure 4). The axial springs are characterised by331

the nonlinear elastic property shown in Figure 12, that approximates the struc-332

tural response of the rubber bumpers. The curve of Figure 12 was obtained by333
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Figure 11: Numerical model of the radial impact test with flat striker.
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Figure 12: Nonlinear elastic properties of the rubber bumpers of the 13◦ side impact test.

Figure 13: Numerical model of the 13◦ side impact test.

adapting data taken from the literature [14]. Additionally, a constant damping334

factor equal to 1000 Ns/m was assigned to the axial connectors.335

The structural compliance of the supporting structure was verified by means336

of a numerical simulation. By applying a vertical force of 10 kN at the central337

hub, the resulting deflection computed from the numerical analysis was equal338

to 7.47 mm, sufficiently close to the 7.5 mm required by the standard [11].339

The resulting numerical model of the 13◦ impact test is shown in Figure 13.340

Given the geometry of the considered wheel, symmetry is exploited by modelling341

one half of the structure.342

The striker is modelled as a rigid plane with concentrated mass. The tyre343

structure is discretised with 8-nodes brick elements with typical dimension of344

about 8 mm, while the wheel rim and spokes are discretised with 10-nodes345
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Figure 14: Velocity of the striker calculated with implicit and explicit solver.

tetrahedrons with typical dimension around 8 mm.346

As discussed in Sect. 3, this impact can be integrated by a dynamic implicit347

solver. For the analysis described in this paper, a commercial solver (Abaqus R©
348

Standard, release 2019) was used. Figure 14 depicts the velocity time history of349

the striker calculated both with the implicit and explicit solver. In the compar-350

ison, a mesh of linear tetrahedrons has been considered for the explicit model,351

while, for the implicit one, the same number of elements, but of quadratic order352

has been analysed. As shown in the picture, the outputs of the models are well353

aligned.354

In Figure 15, a detail of the stress fields at the connection between spoke and355

wheel rim computed with the two models is depicted. In the picture, the (non-356

averaged) element Von Mises stress is shown. In the considered area, where a357

high stress gradient is present, the linear mesh of the explicit model shows a358

discontinuous field (Figure 15 a), which is not able to represent the stress field in359
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Figure 15: Stress field at the connection between rim and spoke computed with linear mesh

and explicit solver (a) and quadratic mesh and implicit solver (b).

a sufficiently accurate way. A better definition is obtained by the quadratic mesh360

of the implicit model (Figure 15 b). Additionally, the implicit model allows to361

easily manage local mesh refinements that could be required to further improve362

the stress definition.363

4. Experimental validation364

In this section, the models of the three impact tests constructed following365

the proposed method are experimentally validated. For the validation, experi-366

mental tests were conducted on the three impact test benches described in the367

previous sections. Two different wheel/tyre assemblies were considered for the368

experimental tests.369

For the radial impact with V-shaped striker and the 13◦ side impact, the 19370

inches wheel with ten-spoke style shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4 was employed.371

The wheel has a five pattern periodicity and is fitted with a 265/50 R19 radial372

tyre.373

For the radial impact test with flat striker, the 20 inches wheel shown in374

Figure 3 was considered. The wheel is fitted with a 295/30 R20 radial tyre and375
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exhibits a five-spoked structure with bulky spokes.376

All the three wheels were instrumented with resistive strain gauges located at377

the most stressed areas of both the spoke and the rim. The locations of the strain378

gauges on each wheel depends on the type of impact and will be described in379

the following sections. To complete the experimental setup, a piezoelectric PCB380

353B02 accelerometer was located on the falling mass to measure its vertical381

acceleration during the impact.382

4.1. Radial impact test with V-shaped striker383

The present paragraph presents the most significant results obtained from384

the validation of the radial impact test with V-shaped striker. The reader is385

addressed to reference [25] for an extended validation and a thorough study of386

such specific test.387

The wheel was instrumented with a set of resistive strain gauges located on388

the wheel spoke and on the wheel rim, and was placed on the test bench as389

depicted in Figure 1.390

Single axis strain gauges were placed on the front and backside of the wheel391

spokes as shown in Figure 16. The strain gauges are oriented as the spoke main392

axis. At the backside of the spoke, near the spoke root, a triaxial strain rosette393

was employed to analyse the stress state near the fillet.394

An additional set of single axis strain gauges was located on the wheel rim395

as shown in Figure 17. The strain gauges are equally spaced of 9◦ and are396

positioned as to cover an entire arch of 36◦ on the rim, their measuring axis is397

kept coincident with the wheel lateral direction.398

The tyre inflation pressure was set to 230 kPa. Two different energy levels399

were tested, namely 700 Joule and 3500 Joule, representing two typical test400

situations. The energy level is adjusted by changing the mass of the striker401

and its falling height. The parameters related to the two tests are reported in402

Table 4. In the 700 Joule test the mass of the striker is 150 kg, falling from403

a height of 476 mm, while in the 3500 Joule test the mass is 260 kg and the404

falling height is 1372 mm. The velocity of the striker when impacting the tyre is405
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Figure 16: Strain gauges location on front and backside of wheel spoke - radial impact test

with V-shaped striker. S.G.2, S.G.3 and S.G.5: single axis strain gauges. S.G.A,B,C: triaxial

strain rosette.
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Figure 17: Strain gauges location on the wheel rim - radial impact test with V-shaped striker.
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Table 4: Energy levels tested for the radial impact test with V-shaped striker.

Energy

(nominal) [J]

Striker mass

[kg]

Falling height

[m]

Impact velocity

(measured) [m/s]

Energy

(measured) [J]

700 150 0.476 2.9 631

3500 260 1.372 5.1 3381

recorded by a dedicated sensor integrated in the test bench, so that the actual406

impact energy of the test can be measured (see Table 4). For the validation407

of the model, the two impact tests have been simulated by using as input the408

measured velocities.409

Figure 18 depicts the comparison of measured and simulated time histories410

of the striker acceleration for the 700 Joule and the 3500 Joule test. The accel-411

eration peak is around 15 g for the 700 Joule test and 40 g for the 3500 Joule412

test. Considering the low energy impact, it is clear from Figure 18 a) that the413

impact energy is totally absorbed by the tyre deformation, on the other hand,414

for the high energy test, the tyre sidewalls are completely folded and the striker415

gets in contact with the rim flanges. This point is highlighted by the slope416

change in the signals of Figure 18 b) (around 4.02 s). For the low energy test,417

the numerical model is perfectly matching experimental data, with a difference418

of less than 1% on the acceleration peak. In the case of the high energy level,419

the amplitude and shape of the signal is well captured, even if the numerical420

model tends to overestimate the peak of about 20%.421

A good correlation was obtained also for the strain measurements.422

On the spoke (Figure 19), the numerical model is able to follow the ex-423

perimental time histories both for high and low energy levels, with a relative424

difference of less than 10% on the strain peaks.425

On the rim (Figure 20), the trend is confirmed; in this case a slightly larger426
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Figure 18: Measured (grey) and simulated (dashed black) time history of the striker acceler-

ation for the two considered energy levels - radial impact test with V-shaped striker.
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Table 5: Energy levels tested for the radial impact test with flat striker.

Energy [J] Striker mass [kg] Falling height [m]

234 397 0.060

978 997 0.100

difference was obtained for the low energy case, probably due to the small strain427

values in this condition.428

4.2. Radial impact test with flat striker429

For this kind of test, the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. The tyre430

inflation pressure was set to 250 kPa. Several strain gauges were placed on front431

and back side of one spoke as reported in Figure 21. The wheel is positioned432

so as the impact happens exactly in the middle of the window between two433

consecutive spokes as shown in Figure 3.434

Two different energy levels, denoted here as high and low energy levels, were435

tested; the test parameters are summarised in Table 5.436

Figure 22 depicts the comparison between measured and simulated acceler-437

ations of the striker. For the low energy test (Figure 22 a)), the impact energy438

is entirely absorbed by the tyre deformation, while in the high energy case (Fig-439

ure 22 b)) the striker gets in contact with the rim flanges as highlighted by the440

slope change around 0.08 s in the graphs of Figure 22 b). In both cases the441

numerical model turns out to be very accurate in capturing the shapes of the442

signals and the acceleration peaks. A maximum difference of 15% is found on443

the acceleration peak for the high energy impact, while for the low energy the444

difference reduces to 10%.445

In Figure 23 the comparison related to the strain signals is reported. All the446

three strain gauges show a compressive strain state during the impact, the shape447

of signal time histories is the same of the acceleration ones. The highest strain448

is measured by S.G. 1, located on the back side of the spoke, closer to the wheel449

centre (Figure 21 b). The agreement between simulations and measurements is450

good, the difference on the maximum strain peak is 9% and 11%, respectively for451
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Figure 19: Measured (grey) and simulated (dashed black) time history of the strain at the

spoke locations for the two considered energy levels - radial impact test with V-shaped striker.
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Figure 20: Measured (grey) and simulated (dashed black) time history of the strain at the

rim locations for the two considered energy levels - radial impact test with V-shaped striker.
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Figure 21: Position of the strain gauges on front (a) and back side (b) of the wheel used in

the radial impact test with flat striker.
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Figure 22: Measured (grey) and simulated (dashed black) time histories of the striker accel-

eration for the low (a) and high (b) energy level of the radial impact test with flat striker.
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Figure 23: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) time histories of the strain at

the strain gauges locations for the low (a) and high (b) energy level of the radial impact test

with flat striker.

the low and high energy impact. The numerical model is slightly overestimating452

the strain levels.453

4.3. 13◦ side impact test454

The experimental setup of the 13◦ side impact test is shown in Figure 4.455

The same type of wheel used for the radial impact test with V-shaped striker456

was selected for validation. The wheel was instrumented with resistive strain457

gauges located on the front and back side of the spokes as depicted in Figure 24.458

The wheel is positioned on the test bench so that the impact point is located459

on two twin spokes as shown in Figure 4.460
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Figure 24: Position of the strain gauges on front (a) and back side (b) of the wheel used in

the 13◦ side impact test.
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Table 6: Energy levels tested for the 13◦ side impact test.

Energy [J] Striker mass [kg] Falling height [m]

830 423 0.200

1500 673 0.230

Two different energy levels, namely high and low energy, were tested; the461

test parameters are summarised in Table 6.462

In Figure 25 a) and b) the time histories of the acceleration of the striker463

are reported for the low and high energy levels respectively. In the figure, the464

contact between striker and tyre sidewall starts approximately at 0.05 s; at this465

instant, the acceleration linearly increases along with the tyre sidewall is pro-466

gressively deformed. Around 0.07 s the striker gets in contact with the rim467

flange, at this moment a change in the slope of the acceleration signal is evi-468

dent. The acceleration peak is similiar for the two energy levels. The numerical469

model, reported with dashed lines in Figure 25, follows well the experimental470

data, with a difference of less than 20% on the acceleration peak. A more pro-471

nounced obscillation of the numerical acceleration is evident, especially for the472

low energy impact, probably due to an underestimation of the damping of the473

rubber bumpers at lower speed.474

The accuracy of the numerical model is confirmed also by the comparison475

on the strain time histories of Figure 26, where the strains measured by strain476

gauges 3, 4 and 5 are shown and compared with numerical simulations. In the477

picture, the same trend of the acceleration signal can be highlighted. A tension478

strain field (positive values) is measured in the front side of the spokes by strain479

gauge 3, while in the back side of the spoke a compressive strain is measured.480

For the low energy impact, a maximum strain of 4100 µm/m was measured by481

strain gauge 3. For the high energy test, the maximum strain increases up to482

9700 µm/m and a significant residual strain remains after this test. From the483

comparison with the numerical simulations (dashed lines in Figure 26), a good484

matching can be outlined. The model is able to capture both the shape of the485
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Figure 25: Measured (grey) and simulated (dashed black) time histories of the striker accel-

eration for the low (a) and high (b) energy level of the 13◦ side impact test.

strain signals and the peaks. Additionally, for the high energy test (Figure 26486

b), the residual strain after the test is correctly replicated by the model.487

4.4. Wheel damage488

During such kind of impact tests, it is likely that fractures occur at the

most critical locations of the wheel. As described in detail by the authors in

[25], ductile fracture criteria can be effectively employed to estimate fractures

occurence. As supported also by other authors [15], the total plastic work per

unit of volume Wp can be used as a damage indicator. This quantity is defined

by the integral [15]

Wp =

∫ εf

0

σtdεp (1)
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Figure 26: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) time histories of the strain at

the strain gauges locations for the low (a) and high (b) energy level of the 13◦ side impact

test.
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Figure 27: Wheel fracture after radial impact test with flat striker. The energy level was 4060

J. Courtesy of ”Cromodora Wheels”.

where εf is the true strain at fracture, while σt and εp the true stress and489

plastic strain respectively. The limit of the quantity in eq. 1 is obtained from490

the material stress/strain relationship.491

Regarding the wheel rims analysed in this paper, the one tested for the radial492

impact test with flat striker showed the presence of fractures on the wheel rim493

(Figure 27). In this case, the energy level was equal to 4060 J (striker mass of494

1000 kg, falling height 414 mm). As evidenced from Figure 27, the fracture is495

located on the wheel rim, near the fillet that connects the outer rim flange with496

the rim structure.497

The same condition was simulated with the numerical model described in498

section 3.3.2. The contour plot of the total plastic work per unit of volume499

is shown in Figure 28, the values in the scale are nomalised over the material500

limit, meaning that in the grey areas the limit is exceeded. As evident from501

the picture, the model foresees a fracture in the correct location; moreover,502

from the detail of Figure 28 (left) one can see that the extension of the grey503
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Figure 28: Normalised contour plot of the total plastic work per unit of volume for the radial

impact with flat striker and an energy level of 4060 J. In grey areas material limit is exceeded.

area is completely passing through the flange thickness, indicating a plausible504

separation from the rim structure in this area, exactly as what experienced505

during the test of Figure 27.506

5. Conclusions507

In the paper, a comprehensive method for the numerical simulation of indoor508

impact tests of lightweight aluminium wheels has been presented and discussed.509

The method provides a well defined procedure for the realization of finite el-510

ement models able to simulate different impact tests on road vehicle wheels.511

The models are able to give valuable information to the wheel designer at a512

reasonable computational time and requiring very few tyre data.513

The proposed method has been applied to the analysis of three different514

types of impact test, namely the radial impact test with V-shaped striker, the515

radial impact test with flat striker and the 13◦ side impact test.516

For the 13◦ side impact test, a novel approach in the simulation of the517

impact has been proposed. In this case, due to the relatively small deformation518
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of the tyre, an implicit solver has been used instead of the explicit solver used519

in all similar works in the literature. This approach has shown to reduce the520

computational time of about four times while allowing for a more detailed mesh.521

This approach has allowed to increase the accuracy of the solution of the stress522

field in areas of the wheel where a significant stress gradient is present.523

A simplified model is proposed for the tyre. The material data required for524

this simplified model have been taken from the literature; simple deformation525

and frequency response tests have been presented to tune this data to match526

the characteristics of the considered tyre. The geometry of the cross section527

of the tyre has been directly measured. This simplified tyre model is able to528

capture the main mechanical behaviour of the tyre, without requiring a deep529

knowledge of the tyre structure and materials, usually not available for the wheel530

rim designer.531

The proposed methodology has been experimentally validated for the three532

considered impact tests. For the validation, two different kinds of wheels have533

been considered: a 19 inches with ten spoke style wheel for the radial impact534

test with V-shaped striker and for the 13◦ side impact test, and a 20 inches535

with five spoke style wheel for the radial test with flat striker. The wheels have536

been instrumented with a set of strain gauges located in the most stressed areas.537

The acceleration of the striker has been measured by means of a piezoelectric538

accelerometer. For each test, a low and a high energy impact level has been con-539

sidered. Results of the validation confirmed the effectiveness of the numerical540

model in reproducing both the shapes and the maximum values of the acceler-541

ation time histories and the strains at the strain gauge locations. Errors always542

less than 20% have been found in the peak acceleration, while errors of the order543

of 10% have been found for the deformations. Also, for the high energy impacts,544

the numerical models correctly compute the residual strain after the impact.545

Finally, results show that the plastic strain energy density is a useful indi-546

cator to highlight the crack appearance in the wheel rim and spokes.547
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